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Abstract—The enrollment in current Master's degree programs
usually pursues gaining the expertise required in real-life workplaces.
The experience we present here concerns the learning process of
"Project Management Methodology (PMM)", around a
cooperative/collaborative mechanism aimed at affording students
measurable learning goals and providing the teacher with the ability
of focusing on the weaknesses detected. We have designed a mixed
summative/formative evaluation, which assures curriculum engage
while enriches the comprehension of PMM key concepts. In this
experience we converted the students into active actors in the
evaluation process itself and we endowed ourselves as teachers with a
flexible process in which along with qualifications (score), other
attitudinal feedback arises. Despite the high level of self-affirmation
on their discussion within the interactive assessment sessions, they
ultimately have exhibited a great ability to review and correct the
wrong reasoning when that was the case.

Keywords—Cooperative-collaborative learning, educational
management, formative-summative assessment, leadership training.
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I. INTRODUCTION

RAINING graduates with competences that match the
current demand for qualified work was appointed as a
priority of the European Commission's "Education and
Training 2020" strategy.
Aside from the academic performance, it is important
redesigning the interaction with students to better ensuring
their professional growth and success. This is even more
necessary as regards subjects around the leadership training
requirements of novel educational management.
This paper presents our experience in the application of a
participative evaluation system for the subject "Technological
Management II" in the Master of Telecommunication
Engineering of the School of Engineering at the University of
Seville in the 2016-7 academic year. The specific topic for this
course is the Guide to the Fundamentals of Project
Management PMBok v.5 [1], which is recognized worldwide
as a fundamental reference in the application of knowledge
and good project management practices. Aside from technical
issues, the PMP application in a real-life scenario regards the
knowledge of the rules (productivity, cooperation, service,
money, deals) and further basic skills of understanding and
analysing human, motivations behaviour.
While in the private sector the professionals get across these
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fundamental issues once they have deployed a certain career,
teaching it from scratch in a European Credit Transfer System
(ECTS) context necessarily needs to account for the particular
starting point of our students in order to assure goals
achievement. Along with the lack of a former professional
experience, another handicap to face it the little time we have
for teaching these PMP contents. Precisely, this has been the
main motivation for designing a learning-centred
programming of activities.
The collaborative experience we report next turns around
students in groups that analyze cases in a methodology that
fosters skills related to teamwork, such as communication and
collaborative problem solving skills, promoting exchange and
collective construction of knowledge throughout the learning
process [2]. The objective pursued is providing the students
with a ground for the application of conceptual PMM contents
in their workplaces.
II. ALTERNATIVE ASSESSMENT
In the educational context, assessment refers to the
systematic process of gathering and discussing information to
document the student-learning outcomes and to score the level
of student achievement [3].
While in the past, knowledge transfer paradigm was the
most common teaching practice, current efforts more and
more aim at teaching centered on learning process and
education based on the development of students’ competences.
Instead of using the standard summative assessment for
scoring the performance of students, this alternative
assessment should provide more comprehensive insight into
students’ achievements and gain authentic information about
their knowledge, abilities, skills, attitudes, and competences
developed during the teaching process. However, alternative
assessment is still not adequately adopted in the educational
system, mainly because of teachers’ lack of comfortability
with the new paradigm [3]. According to [4], the new
assessment paradigm necessarily encompasses new ways for
planning the teaching and learning process.
In the last years, certain experiences on formative
assessment have been reported [5]-[9]. Reference [5]
conducted a study at the University of Palermo based on
asking students to formulate a series of questions (at different
levels of difficulty) in areas determined by the teacher. From
the set of questions that emerge, the students select a small
subset which he first answers individually (first phase) and
latter addresses within a small group (second phase). The
experience ends when every group presents the answers to the
other students in the class, and there is a discussion among the
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groups, with the mediation and intervention of the teacher.
Reference [6] assessed the cognitive, procedural and
instrumental, and attitudinal competences, in the context of a
degree subject at the School of Engineering of the University
of Seville. The authors use the list of competences identified
by [7]. In a first step, the students are requested to formulate
questions regarding the specific subject (procedural and
instrumental competences). Another student further evaluates
the questions proposed. Once the response to the question
posed by the students were collected, the authors measure not
only the cognitive skills but also the extend of responsibility
and critical thinking (each student assesses the correctness of
answers provided by others).
In [8] students have to ask questions on specific topics,
through an e-learning platform which are then assessed
according to its relevance, the correctness use of terminology,
the level of difficulty and finally, the degree of
multidisciplinary incorporated. In this experimental study, the
authors found that the level of learning achieved by students
who are questioned by other students in such a structured and
interactive procedure is higher than when they only face
teachers’ questionnaires.
The self-regulation of learning and the positive interdependency among students is behind the experience reported
by [9]. It consists of creating exam questions to medical
students organized in small groups, motivating them with the
compromise that 25% of the questions that appear in the final
exam come from the bank of questions generated. The result is
highly promising, showing an improved understanding of the
required contents.
All the above interactive experiences have a common
feature: they have required of active students and of a teacher
who gives motivation both individually and for the group.
According to [10] such interactive methods can highly benefit
the formative character of the evaluation processes.
In what follows, we present how we planned the teaching
and the assessment of the targeted PMM course on 2017.
III. MOTIVATING STUDENTS
A. Gamification
In order to gain the motivation to learn, we have applied
gamification. We have used the game in the early weeks of the
term, around questions proceeding from real-life cases
presented in class. Specifically, we have used a game-based
classroom response system (Kahoot) to check students’
comprehension. Along the quiz-game sessions, we have
promoted the critical understanding of the PMM practice,
thereby going beyond the theoretical contents. The latter is
very useful for young telecommunication engineers, which
need to quickly adapt to the production on projects dynamics
currently in use in the sector.
In order to motivate an active role-play of students in the
quiz-game, a fair reward was necessary. Each student
cumulated points according to her/his Kahoot responses. The
students are allowed to conform work teams, each one
responsible for developing a PMM case-study whose score
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should be part of the final qualification for each individual;
there is a list of case studies proposed by the teacher, which
are picked up according to the bigger scores sum exhibited by
the work teams.
According to the self-determination theory [11], we can
expect a positive response from our students because of: (i)
the perceived autonomy in their actions, (ii) the winning spirit
(leaderboard), and, (iii) the likely positive effect of the relaxed
way teacher constructively analyzes their errors.
B. Cooperation
The need for ‘cooperating with others in an organized
manner to attain a common goal’ is one of the first rules a
telecommunication engineer learns when arrive at a real
industrial environment.
While the individual homework is considered in the ECTS
context (one credit equivalent to 10h of teaching and 15-20h
of work at home), how teamwork must be introduced is not
clear at all. In our planning of the learning process, the
students are required to organize in workgroups (according to
their personal preferences) to thoroughly prepare a case study
presentation.
Once the students get persuaded that enriched case-based
learning [12] arise from cooperating in an organized manner,
they have been ready to address real-life case in workgroups.
In our design, we have balanced the autonomy in guiding their
individual efforts on PMP, with their participative activities
together with the other workgroup members. Hence, the major
issue is how to check the fair dedication of every member
within the workgroup.
In order to avoid solely a split of tasks (which is the natural
way they would proceed), we have concerned each member in
every workgroup in the knowledge of the whole project. To
give raise to it, which member had to present the case in the
qualification session has been known only 5 minutes before
the event. Prior to it, every member is asked to score the
active/passive role of the other members: 10 points to be
spread among the rest of the teamwork in an anonymous
manner. Observe that both things penalize the passive attitude
or the lack of compromise on the workgroups.
C. Roadmap for Performance Assessment
Once the lecture period was finishing, our focus was
pointed to the learning performance. Aiming to better
diagnose the learning process and improve the maturation
process of PMM concepts, we decided to apply a mixed
summative-formative evaluation.
In a classic summative assessment, along with the time
commitment (dependent on the particular student's profile),
the other key issue is the need for certifying the level of
learning for each individual.
On attempting to focus on the better accomplishment of the
learning goals, different variants of evaluation are in use
nowadays. In Spain, such efforts are typically based on what
we call "Continuous Evaluation", a summative assessment
which attempts to gain the student motivation by defining a
path of progressive rewards as the course go on. However, this
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strategy often leads to the undesired effect of demotivation
once the student got the minimal qualification to pass the
subject. Hence, it is not strange that disinterest emerges in the
last weeks of class. Therefore, the teacher left a significant
percentage of the final qualification to be function of a classic
exam by the end of the lecture period.
On the assumption that the students tend to focus their
learning activities depending on the manner they will be
evaluated, we have applied an interaction strategy for gaining
their interest when most of lectures were taught. Persuaded of
their necessity for being guided in their learning process, most
students were open to this technique of revising the PMM
contents.
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IV. MIXED SUMMATIVE-FORMATIVE EVALUATION
A. Aim and Scope
We have conducted an experimental formative evaluation
process on subject "Technological Management II", focused
on identifying the needs for further work to improve student
learning. We have decided applying the pragmatic concept of
alternative assessment [4], thereby perceiving summative and
formative assessment as complementary paradigms that are
compatible and enrich each other. In short, we have
supplemented the existing practice.

collaborative learning experience.
According to [14], the procedure executed is a formative
evaluation process since we:
1) Properly dose and regulate the pace of learning.
2) Give feedback of the effective learning, once processed
the results from any evaluated activity.
3) Focus on the most valuable contents
4) Guide learning by effective techniques/methods
5) Report on the individual learning gaps/achievements.
6) Provide the roadmap for students.
In Fig. 1 we present the instructions given for the earliest
session. Observe the ‘If you are in doubt… don’t worry, just
indicate it!. At the following lecture, we provide the students
with the feedback of their answers.
The best score was 45 correct answers out of 54, the
average score 29 and the lowest score 23. As regards the
number of judgement of others, the higher number was 10 and
the average one, 5. Although the number of corrections is
dependent on how the quality of the answer provide for the
first student, a general differentiated level of attention is
perceived between the first and the second step. Clearly, major
attention is paid to the first stage, whereby students seem to be
more engaged to the ‘exam’ with its name/surname than with
that signed by a colleague.

B. Hypothesis
Our first hypothesis is that, as Vigotsky claims "the student
will learn more effectively when he does it in a cooperative
way between peers" [13]. The teacher can be perceived as an
expert in the matter, whose language or even the attitude when
explaining is far of those of the students themselves. Thus,
relating the knowledge that the student is acquiring with his
own experience will make the learning more efficient.
Our
second
hypothesis
assumes
the
positive
interdependence in the development of participatory sessions
among the students in "Technological Management II".
Similar to [9], we expect the improved understanding of the
PMM contents from their participation in the selection of the
questions to appear in a final exam.
C. Procedure
On the last three weeks of the course (end of May 2017), 18
students in the target subject are given a set of test questions
with four possible answers (belonging to two levels of
difficulty) in areas defined by the teacher. Among this wide
number of questions, every student has to choose a subset of
them according to certain instructions. Later, in a second stage
these answers are transferred to a different student, who has to
process whether the answers given by the first student are
correct or not ... justifying its judgement.
We have conducted this pilot experience along four sessions
of 1.5 h each. Once achieved the two steps, the teacher has
processed the material collected and provided the students
with quick feedback (in next day). Furthermore, every
feedback session was indeed a pedagogical forum, in which
the students' interaction with each other allows them to go
beyond the individual vision of the exam, thereby becoming a
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Fig. 1 First Session proposes solving 54 test questions in 45'

The first session was indeed a training for the mechanism to
rule the Student-Selected Questions formative sessions, to get
a pool from which to pick a 40% of the test questions in the
final exam up. In Fig. 2 we present the instructions for one of
such sessions. On the collected data we clearly identify
different motivational behaviors: from the one focus on
selecting the easier questions, to the one which prefer facing
the more challenging ones). We also observed that after
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several applications of this mechanism, the students are
concerned by their own reputation: they take more care on
their responses. Hardly ever the students are right in all their
answers, since the degree of difficulty was high. Nevertheless,
the general observation is that they were conservative and
provide soft corrections on their judgement of their partners’
questionnaires. Conversely, on the participative sessions they
are more relaxed and participate actively in the discussions
around the contents that needed to be reinforced for the correct
learning.

promise of transferring questions to the final test exam-, was
turned into a deeper interest on the PMM concepts. As we
pretend, a clear positive interdependence appeared in the
development of the participatory sessions. The discussion of
doubts and correctness/error of their interpretation of test
questions, have pointed to the common good of PMM contents
apprehension meanwhile every student clarifies their practical
application to real-life scenarios.
V. CONCLUSION
There is a clear need of experimenting with new interaction
strategies for the quality of academic motivation.
The conclusions after the piloted experience for teaching
PMM are two-fold. First, that the use of game-based tools is
really easy to incorporate to the existing teaching practice, and
are a great opportunity to motivate students in following the
teaching lectures. The second conclusion is that the mixed
summative-formative evaluation presented here is so timeconsuming that is affordable only in case of a reduce number
of students. In order to be effective, the teacher needs to
provide the feedback for the collaborative sessions in short
time.
Our experimental study relied on a small group (<20), and
the alternative assessment reported has served the purpose of
encouraging the analytic and critical thinking skills of
students. Furthermore, we have changed their focus from
technology to management, as the main driver to turn
innovations into real products. It is typical in young engineers
to think that what provide value to engineering solutions was
the technological innovations inside, whereas value is only
attained when in addition we are able to put them on effective
exploitation.
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